We present the results of an Australia Telescope Compact Array (ATCA) survey for intra-day variability (IDV) of the total and polarized flux densities of 118 compact, flat spectrum, extragalactic radio sources from the Parkes 2.7 GHz Survey. A total of 22 total flux density IDV sources were discovered and 15 sources were found to show IDV of their polarized flux density. We discuss the statistical properties of the IDV sources, including the distribution of source modulation indices, and the dependence of the variability amplitude on source spectral index and on Galactic position. We suggest interstellar scintillation (ISS) in the Galactic interstellar medium as the most likely mechanism for IDV. Even so, the inferred high brightness temperatures cannot be easily explained.
Introduction
The first systematic investigation of short time scale variability in a large sample of extragalactic radio sources was carried out by Heeschen (1984) . He observed a sample of 226 strong sources (S 6cm ≥ 1.0Jy) at 9 cm. Most of the compact, flat spectrum sources in his sample showed significant flux density fluctuations, with an average amplitude of 1.5% on time scales of 2-20 days. The steep spectrum radio sources did not appear to vary. This, so called flickering was interpreted in terms of refractive scintillations caused by the inhomogeneous structure of the interstellar medium in our Galaxy.
A search for more rapid and possibly stronger flickering through better sampled observations of compact, flat spectrum radio sources was undertaken by
The sample selection
The sample selected for the ATCA survey is drawn from the Parkes-Tidbinbilla Interferometer (PTI) flat spectrum (α 2.7GHz 5.0GHz > −0.5) 1 survey (Duncan et al. 1993) . Sources were chosen which had a ratio of the PTI flux density to total flux density larger than 0.9. Flat-spectrum, compact components of radio sources are usually self-absorbed and coincide with the optical quasar or AGN (e.g. Jauncey et al. 1982) . We chose such sources since (a) monitoring of flux density with an interferometer such as the ATCA can be done faster and more accurately for unresolved sources, and (b) it is known from previous studies (e.g. Heeschen et al. 1987 ) that flat-spectrum sources are more likely to show IDV than steepspectrum sources.
The final sample contains 118 sources, randomly distributed over the southern sky for b < 10
• (Figure 8 ). They are listed in Table 1 along with identifications, galactic coordinates, redshift and measured source structure information. The sample contains 90 (76%) quasars, 13 (11%) BL Lacs, 7 (6%) galaxies and 8 (7%) unidentified sources.
Observations
The main objective of the Survey was to obtain well sampled, multi-frequency total and polarized flux density measurements for all sources in the sample within the 96 hours scheduled for each observing run. Our observations were carried out at the ATCA, an east-west earth-rotation synthesis interferometer, with six 22 metre antennas on a 6 km baseline (Sinclair & Gough 1991) . The ATCA has a number of desirable features for a study of short timescale variability:
(i) short integration time which enables frequent sampling, (ii) broadband instantaneous frequency coverage, (iii) the high accuracy and sensitivity essential to monitor polarization and to explore the low amplitude, 'flicker' of extragalactic sources.
During the two observing sessions in May and August 1994, the flux densities of sources in the sample were measured every 2 hours at the four ATCA frequencies, 1.4, 2.4, 4.8 and 8.6 GHz. We used PKS 1934-638 as the primary flux density calibrator. Additionally the known steep spectrum sources PKS 0518+165, PKS 0134+329, PKS 1328+307 and PKS 0823−500 were observed throughout each session to check the overall gain stability and calibration.
The observations were performed in continuum mode with 128 MHz bandwidth divided into 32 channels. This configuration enables measurements of four polarization products for each frequency. The sampling time was chosen to be 1 minute, which is equivalent to six 10 s integrations on source. To avoid long slew times, the sources were observed in two main groups, either north or south of zenith. Each group was observed over 24 hours with each source being observed every 2 hours while it was above 20 degrees elevation. The flux density of each source, including calibrators, was measured typically 6 times over 12 hours, and the measurements repeated in the same way 36 hours later.
The gain-stability was monitored by regular observations of PKS 1934-638 and the other non-variable sources, and so the scatter in their measured flux densities is an estimate of the uncertainties in the individual flux density measurements. This includes the effects of antenna pointing errors and gain changes with elevation and time.
The telescope pointing, typically 7 arcseconds rms, was determined before each observing session. The positions of all sample sources are known to an accuracy of 0.5 arcseconds or better, so that flux density errors due to misspointing do not exceed 0.1% at the highest frequencies. The observed rms errors for the primary flux density calibrator, PKS 1934-638 for an individual 1 minute observing scan are listed in Table 2 for each frequency. Thus, at the flux density limit, S ≥ 0.5 Jy, the gain stability and pointing errors dominate, while the thermal noise is typically less than a mJy.
The source structure information presented in columns 6-9 of Table 1 is derived from the closure phase estimates (Jennison 1958) of the possible extended component in the measured flux density given by:
where S is the flux density averaged over 12 hours, σ obs is the observed rms of closure phases measured for all independent baselines and σ theo is a theoretically predicted rms of closure phases for a point source calculated by use of calibration from antenna noise diodes (Sault 1994) . C is a constant of the order of unity. We find that most of the target sources of the ATCA IDV Survey are unresolved at 8.6 and 4.8 GHz. In particular, 72% of the sample sources show less than 1% extended flux density at 4.8 GHz. However only 22% and 5% of the sources at 2.4 and 1.4 GHz respectively satisfy this condition (Table 1) .
Almost half of the sample (62 sources) shows more than 5% flux density in an extended component at 1.4 GHz. The effects of weak extended structure and confusing sources in the primary beam result in much larger object-dependent flux density errors at this frequency. Therefore the results of the 1.4 GHz measurements are excluded from the statistical discussion of the survey. 
Results

Flux densities
The results of the Survey are presented in Table 3 and Table 4 , which show the averaged total (S) and polarized (P ) flux densities, averaged polarization position angles (ψ) and the corresponding modulation indices (µ S , µ P ).
The total flux densities in Table 3 are the averages of all 1-minute measurements within a given observing session over typically 96 hours. In each session the number of data points, N used in the averages, ranges between 5 and 36 with a median of 11. Each data-point used to obtain the flux density in Table 3 is an average over all ATCA baselines of typically six 10-sec integrations.
Seven sources (PKS 0023−263, PKS 0122−003, PKS 0138−097, PKS 208−512, PKS 0454−463, PKS 1253−055 and PKS 2052−474) were excluded from the sample because of the presence of either extended structure at all frequencies or strong confusing sources in the primary beam. A further 36 sources were found to be confused, or in a few cases, extended at 2.4 and 1.4 GHz. These have blank entries in Tables 3 and 4 at the corresponding frequencies. In this way the consistently high-quality data at high frequencies was maintained by reducing the size of the sample slightly. The final numbers of sources at each frequency in the Table 3 are 111 for 8.6 GHz, 105 for 4.8 GHz, 74 for 2.4 GHz and 55 for 1.4 GHz.
The 1.4 GHz data was not used in the IDV investigation, although the average flux densities have been retained in both Tables for the sources with S ext ≥ 3.5%.
The errors in the observed flux densities in Tables 3 and 4 have been determined from the observed scatter in the strong sources. Table 2 shows the observed scatter for the primary flux density calibrator PKS 1934−638, the nonvariable point source most frequently observed throughout each Survey session. The measured rms noise integrated over 1 minute never exceeds 4 mJy. With normalized flux density errors of no more than 0.5% at each of the four frequencies, the present accuracy compares favourably with the precision of single dish measurements.
The ATCA antennas each have two, on-axis, orthogonal, linearly polarized feeds at all frequencies, which enable easy acquisition of all Stokes parameters. The polarized flux densities P , and the position angles, ψ, along with the modulation indices, µ P , are presented for the 74 sources with P > 15 mJy in Table 4 . The degree of linear polarization observed for compact, flat-spectrum, synchrotron sources is typically a small fraction of the total flux density (≤ 5%) (Aller at al. 1985) , and this is the case for the majority of sources observed in the present Survey (Figure 1 ).
Monitoring sessions in May and August 1994 provided two datasets of the same sample. To determine if the data obtained in May and August 1994 is comparable in the statistical sense, we applied the Kolmogorov-Smirnov test for the source number distributions of normalized standard deviations or modulation indices, µ (= σ S /S) of the flux density measurements. This found no statistically significant difference between the May and August 1994 results at the confidence level 0.05%.
Spectral index properties
The average spectral indices: α 1.4 are listed in Table 5 . The uncertainty of the spectral index measurement depends on the modulation indices at the relevant frequencies and on the ratio of these frequencies. The estimated σ α ∼ 2% for non-variable sources is slightly dependent on the frequency pair used.
The distribution of the spectral indices α 2.7 measured with the Parkes telescope, it is evident that, while the sources may vary considerably, very few, if any of the original flat-spectrum sources change to steep-spectrum sources (Figure 2(b) ). The differences in the distribution of spectral indices between May and August 1994 (Figure 2(a) ) reflect the level of monthly variability of the flat-spectrum sources.
The flat-spectrum sources (α 5.0 2.7 ≥ −0.5) remain flat-spectrum over much longer timescales, which is illustrated in the scatter plots of average flux densities shown for the increasing time difference between measurements ( Figure 3) .
The shapes of our four-frequency spectra can be described as: decreasing with frequency, straight, peaked, concave, inverted and complex. The largest population represented in the Survey sample (42 sources corresponding to 36%) are peaked spectrum sources. The second largest groups are 22 (19%) decreasing and 21 (18%) inverted spectrum sources. There are 3 (2.5%) sources with a straight spectrum (with < 50 mJy deviations from an α = 0 line), 11 (9.3%) concave spectrum and 1 (0.8%) complex spectrum source.
The shape of the spectrum changed for the 15% of sources between two observing sessions. Interestingly, no transition from peaked to concave spectrum was observed. This may suggest that, at the typical timescale of months, the flux density changes are due to the slower 'van der Laan -type' evolution corresponding to the physical expansion of the region of the original outburst (van der Laan 1966).
Short-term variability
The normalized amplitude of variability is expressed in terms of a modulation index, µ, calculated over 96 hours, the duration of each observing session. Figure 3 illustrates the different timescales of flux density variations in our sample by comparing measurements obtained one day apart, 3 months apart and a few decades apart. While large flux density fluctuations over the short (day-to-day) timescales are rare in an ensemble of flat-spectrum, compact sources it is clear that all these sources vary significantly on a timescale of decades.
The number distribution of modulation indices is shown in Figure 4 . The peaks in these distributions give an independent estimate of the normalized rms error in our measurements of flux densities. If one approximates each distribution by a Gaussian plus a tail of high modulation indices, the typical measurement rms values for the frequencies 8.6, 4.8, 2.4 and 1.4 GHz are 0.65, 0.6, 0.8 and 1.2% respectively. The increased rms distribution of modulation indices at 1.4 GHz is due to confusion and weak extended components present in the sources (as noted in section 3).
Those sources found in the tails of modulation indices distributions at different frequencies (Figure 4) are the sources, which exhibit significant IDV. There are 22 sources (19% of the total sample) which show modulation indices larger than 3σ at any frequency (8.6, 4.8 and 2.4 GHz) during either the May or August observing sessions. They are listed in Table 6 .
In Table 6 there are 43 entries with µ > 3σ typed in bold. If these were purely random events, rather than any real effect, one would expect to see 4 sources showing two entries with µ > 3σ, and no sources with three or more entries. Yet there are 6 sources with two entries, and 6 sources with three entries, and one source, PKS 1519-273, with four entries. Such a high incidence of multiple entries suggests that the results presented in Table 6 represent a real effect.
Out of these 22 IDVs, 10 (45%) have a peaked spectrum, and 8 (36%) have an inverted spectrum. The highest incidence of IDV occurs for inverted spectrum sources (39% of all inverted spectrum sources in the sample), followed by peaked spectrum sources (24%) and decreasing spectrum sources (9%).
Long-term variability (≤ 3 months)
The distribution of the fractional difference, F ν , in the average flux density between May and August 1994 observations:
is shown in Figure 5 . The measurement errors of the fractional difference are estimated from the rms of the flux density measurement distributions. The 3σ level is less than 4% for each frequency. We find 40% sources which vary by more than 4% at 4.8 and 2.4 GHz. The number of sources variable on monthly timescales becomes larger with increasing frequency. A substantial fraction of IDV sources are also long term variable (80% at 8.6 GHz, 75% at 4.8 GHz and 73% at 2.4 GHz). This characteristic may prove useful in future searches for IDV sources.
Out of the 22 IDV sources only six were found to show significant IDV in both observing sessions. The reminder of the sources (two thirds) has either a shorter duty cycle than ∼ 3 months, or their variability decreases below our 3σ inclusion limit. PKS 0405−385 is the most spectacular example of the short lived rapid variability (Kedziora-Chudczer et al. 1997 ). Yet the other strong IDV sources (PKS 1034−293, PKS 1144−379 and PKS 1519−273) vary each time they were observed during the follow-ups of the Survey (Kedziora-Chudczer et al. 1998 , 2000 .
We also found that sources which show a difference in the shape of their total flux density spectrum between May and August sessions are twice as likely to show IDV as the sources without a significant spectral change. As seen from Figure 5 these monthly spectral changes are not necessarily associated with the overall strong flux density change at all frequencies.
Polarization variability
The polarization modulation index, µ P , is defined as the rms of the polarized flux density normalized by the average polarized flux density. For the ATCA the instrumental polarization can be easily calibrated, therefore the main contribution to observed measurement errors comes from the antenna gain stability. The distribution of measured rms for three frequencies 8.6, 4.8 and 2.4 GHz is presented in Figure 6 . An estimate of the measurement error, σ = 4 mJy, was derived by finding the range of rms within which two thirds of the sources are distributed around the peak of the distribution. Only 6 (8%) sources vary above 4σ at any frequency. These are PKS 0215+015, PKS 0537−441, PKS 0607−157, PKS 1144−379, PKS 1334−127 and PKS 1519−273. The most significant variability of polarized flux is seen for sources which already were identified as IDVs in the total flux density. The polarized flux density IDV of PKS 1334−127 is also independently found in VLBI data (Kochanev & Gabuzda 1998) .
We also analysed the day-to-day polarization variability by self-calibrating each 24 hours of data, which is equivalent to averaging the total flux density over this time (Table 7) . Main advantage of such an approach is that the signalto-noise ratio can be improved not only by averaging but also by removing the residual of the extended structure and confusion. The contribution of the extended flux density repeats over each 24 hours provided the measurements are taken at similar hour angles each day and the confusing sources do not vary.
The distribution of the differences in polarized flux density between two days in each observing session is used to estimate the actual measurement error, σ ∼ 2.5 mJy, which is only weakly dependent on frequency for the sources with polarization stronger than 15 mJy.
We find a number of sources with a total flux density IDV below 3σ but with a clearly variable polarization during a given observing session (Table 7) , 6 which indicates that the variable polarized component is only a small fraction of a quiescent total flux density of such sources. The changes in polarization over three months are illustrated in scatter plot ( Figure 7 ) of the averaged, polarized flux density data between May and August 1994. The linear polarization appears to be more variable at high frequencies (4.8 and 8.6 GHz) similar to the monthly variations of the total flux density. Note that two sources (PKS 0646-306 and PKS 1610-771) show monthly changes in the polarized flux density without a significant change in their total flux density. We find that only three sources, PKS 0364-279, PKS 0537-441 and PKS 0607-157, show variable polarization on both the monthly and daily timescales.
Statistical Properties of IDV
Various models of IDV phenomenon predict that the amplitudes and timescales of variability can be related to the structure of the radio source, its properties or its position in relation to the plane of our Galaxy. Heeschen et al. (1987) showed that flat-spectrum sources are more likely to show intraday variability. We narrow that conclusion by finding that in our selection of flat-spectrum sources, those with inverted spectra over the observed range of frequencies, are more likely to show IDV than sources with other shapes of spectra. The flux densities of such sources are dominated by the most compact objects. This is an additional indicator that the rapid variability originates in the smallest source components.
Dependence of modulation index on spectral index
The modulation index as a function of the four spectral indices (Table 5 ) was used to search for a correlation between high modulation index and inverted spectra. We calculated the mean spectral index for all non-variable sources (µ < 3σ) at a given frequency, and compared it with the mean spectral index of IDVs (µ ≥ 3σ) for α 1.4 . The mean spectral index differences for these two groups of sources are -0.12, -0.06 and -0.05 respectively. The only significant difference occurred for high frequency spectral index, α 8.6 4.8 . The lack of strong correlation between the spectral index and modulation indices suggests that the IDV strength is not a simple function of the source size.
Intraday variability as a function of Galactic coordinates
The interstellar scintillation (ISS) model predicts different amplitudes and timescales of IDV depending on the source position with respect to the plane of our Galaxy. The detailed properties of variability depend on the strength of the scattering in the Galactic medium as well as a size of the scintillating source (see eg. Narayan 1992, Walker 1998). The scattering strength is related to the amount of turbulence in the Galactic medium and it is derived mostly from observations of the scattering measure in pulsars. A model of the Galactic interstellar medium was developed by Taylor and Cordes (1993) from pulsar observations. Applying this model to the theory of ISS (Walker 1998), the following predictions can be made:
(i) Variability of a point source is strongest and most rapid at the transition frequency, which corresponds to a scattering strength equal to unity. The transition frequency increases towards the Galactic plane and ranges from a few GHz near the Galactic poles to a few tens of GHz at the Galactic plane. 7
(ii) The timescale of variability at the transition frequency is of the order of a few hours and does not depend strongly on the Galactic position.
(iii) The angular size of a variable source has to be comparable to the size of the first Fresnel zone, θ F at the transition frequency. The predicted source sizes are of the order of µarcsecs. Sources larger than θ F scintillate with decreased amplitude and longer timescale.
The sample of IDV sources found during the ATCA IDV Survey provides an opportunity to test the above model predictions. The Galactic positions of IDV sources from table 6 at one of the three frequencies 8.6, 4.8 and 2.4 GHz (Figure 8(a) ) are compared with the Galactic distribution of all sources in the Survey (Figure 8(b) ).
The ISS model predicts that the maximum variability for a source with θ ≤ θ F should occur at the transition frequency, which in turn is a strong function of the Galactic latitude. From the Figure 8 (a) it is quite clear that the distribution of variability maxima, which are marked with different symbols for different frequencies, does not follow this prediction. The maxima of variability at different frequencies appear randomly distributed in otherwise non-random region where IDV prevails. day-night effect (Kedziora-Chudczer 1998).
The reasons which may contribute to the lack of clear dependence of the frequency of strongest IDV on the Galactic latitude are the deficiencies of the ISM model, the source size effects and the uncertainties in measurement of modulation indices. The Taylor & Cordes model is most accurate at latitudes close to Galactic plane, where the number of pulsars is largest. An excess of IDV sources in the swathe between 210
• and 250
• of Galactic longitude reaching towards high Galactic latitudes may correspond to real features of the ISM which are not described well by the pulsar-based model.
The modulation index and timescale of variability depends on the size of the source. In figure 8 the maximum modulation index is assumed to occur at the transition frequency. However if the intrinsic size of the radio source increases with decreasing frequency as θ S ∝ ν −1 (Kellermann & Owen 1988) , the peak of variability may occur at lower frequency than expected for the point source at a given latitude. This may explain the presence of low frequency 'µ-peakers' at low Galactic latitudes. The sources, which show the highest µ at latitudes higher than expected from the Taylor & Cordes ISM model, may be explained, if their compact, variable components become self-absorbed at low frequencies.
In addition, the timescale of 96 hours may not be sufficient to sample over many scintles, especially at lower frequencies. Therefore our measured modulation indices are in many cases only lower limits of the typical modulation indices of the scintillating sources.
Discussion
Properties of IDV sources
The properties of IDV observed in any Survey may depend on the choice of the parent sample. Although the flat-spectrum flux density-limited sample of sources used in our Survey was selected on the basis their radio compactness, without distinction based on the type of the object, the majority of the selected sources are blazars (ie. flat spectrum radio quasars (FSRQ) and radio selected BL Lac objects), which tend to be both, compact and luminous (Urry & Padovani 1995) . In order to show IDV the sources have to be compact regardless which interpretation of IDV is preferred. The size of the source is dictated by causality arguments in case of intrinsic variability. Similarly the ISS effects are strongest for the very compact sources.
The IDV sources found in the ATCA Survey consist of 6 BL Lacs and 16 quasars. This is almost 50% of the BL Lacs from the original sample, as com-8 pared with only 20% of quasars. Notably the Survey sample contains 7 radio sources identified as galaxies, none of which showed intraday variability. Modulation indices derived for the IDV sources are typically less than 10%. We found that only a small fraction of the sources (2.5%) show occasional stronger variations. Variability appears to be quasiperiodic, which is evident from well sampled lightcurves, such as for PKS 0405−385 (Kedziora-Chudczer et al. 1997) . The largest modulation indices are typically found at 4.8 and 2.4 GHz.
The present Survey was designed to explore timescales between 2 hours and ∼ 3 days. Characteristic timescales were found to depend on the observed frequency. For best sampled lightcures of a few IDV sources in our sample it is evident that the timescale of variability decreases with frequency.
In present survey we find that most of the IDV sources are at relatively low redshifts. If we interpret IDV as a propagation effect, it should be more frequent for the more distant sources of the same size. For instance, ISS depends on the distance of the source only through its angular size. However the compact, scintillating components of a distant source have to be sufficiently bright in order to measure any flux density changes. The very compact components of the nearby sources can satisfy such a signal-to-noise requirement more easily.
The following properties of IDV sources were identified at different wavelengths. A substantial number (40%) of our IDV sources are known to be optically variable objects, which show high and variable optical polarization. Four of them (PKS 0422+004, PKS 0808+019, PKS 1144−379 and PKS 2155−304) are BL Lacs, the others (PKS 0440−003, PKS 0528−250, PKS 0607−157, PKS 0646−306 and PKS 1622−297) are quasars. Most of the IDVs in our sample are only weak sources of X-ray and γ-ray emission, which is a selection bias rather than a real effect. One of the more unusual sources in this respect is PKS 1622−297, which showed a strong γ-ray outburst when its energy increased ∼ 200 times within a few days (Mattox et al. 1997) .
PKS 2155−304 is an IDV source, which shows unusually strong X-ray emission. It is known to show rapid X-ray, optical and UV variability (Allen et al. 1993) . This is the only source which was included in our Survey only for its interesting properties (it violates the flux density limit in our selection criteria). Our IDV observations of PKS 2155−304 were used as a part of its multiwavelength monitoring campaign (Pesce et al. 1997 ). An important result of this monitoring is the lack of correlation between radio and higher energy flux density changes for this source.
However the presence of correlation between optical and radio variability is claimed for another IDV source, S5 0716+714 (Quirrenbach et al. 1991) . To resolve the question of correlated or otherwise variability of IDV sources at high and low energies, intensive multiwavelength monitoring of known IDV sources was undertaken recently.
Intrinsic versus extrinsic IDV
The suggested interpretations of IDV fall into two categories: processes intrinsic and extrinsic to the sources. The first possibility is difficult to accept for the extremely strong and rapid variability in sources such as PKS 0405−385, which imply the brightness temperature as high as T var ∼ 10 21 K (Kedziora-Chudczer et al. 1997).
The variability brightness temperature, T var , can be reduced by postulating relativistic beaming δ. In the most extreme cases one has to invoke δ > 100, which is difficult to justify on the theoretical (Begelman et al. 1994 ) and statistical grounds. The alternative idea of the intrinsic brightness temperature T b actually exceeding the Compton scattering limit for the duration of an IDV event is yet to be fully explored.
Interpretation of IDV in terms of propagation-based flux density changes can often avoid a problem of the high brightness temperature, as it puts less stringent limits on the size of the source. Two most often considered propagation effects are microlensing (Quirrenbach et al. 1991) and interstellar scintillations (Rickett 1990) . The typical timescales (> 1 day) observed for IDV sources are consistent with microlensing in the presence of superluminal transverse velocities between the lens and the source, which could arise due to superluminal motion in the source (Gopal-Krishna and Subramanian 1991). However, to explain the observed hourly IDV over a few months due to microlensing events, one would also expect an optical depth for lensing high enough to cause gravitational multiple imaging of IDV sources with a few arcsecond separation, which has not been observed in any of these sources.
Models based on interstellar scintillation generally require less extreme brightness temperatures in IDV source because the source size is determined from the Fresnel scale requirements rather than from the variability timescale. IDV in terms of ISS was discussed extensively by Rickett et al. (1995) . Their model agreed well with the observed features of the data for the BL Lac S5 0917+624 under the assumption that the source diameter decreases with increasing frequency. The main complication of the ISS model was an interpretation of the polarized flux density variability, which required the two component source model with nearly orthogonal polarization angles of both components (Rickett et al. 1995) .
Taking account of the complex source structure and the little known structure of the scattering medium it is not surprising that it is difficult to make a very detailed models of ISS induced IDV. Improved VLBI imaging may reveal more about the very inner structure of the radio sources, and the galactic multiwavelength surveys will provide more detailed information about the ISM. The additional complexity is introduced by the presence of both extrinsic and intrinsic IDV occurring at the same time.
We have applied ISS model to the variability of our most extreme IDV sources: PKS 0405−385 (Kedziora-Chudczer et al. 1997) and PKS 1519-273 (Macquart et al. 2000) . The spectrum of modulation indices and the timescales of variability are consistent with the model. However ISS interpretation fails to bring the T B down below the 10 12 K for these sources. Coherent emission processes are often thought of as an alternative interpretation of IDV because they can produce almost arbitrary high brightness temperature (Benford 1992 , Lesch & Pohl 1992 ). Yet the large number density of Langmuir photons required in any such process in the small volumes inferred for the IDV sources induces higher order scattering effects, which reduce the efficiency of escaping radiation (Melrose 1998).
Nevertheless one should remain open to the possibility of non-synchrotron emission in inner regions of AGN, in view of the problems not only with explanation of inferred brightness temperatures, T var ∼ 10 21 K for the IDV sources but also in view of the growing number sources with T B > 10 12 K of directly observed with the VLBI and VSOP (Linfield et al. 1989 ).
Conclusion
The ATCA IDV Survey provided a new sample of IDV sources. We examined the variability dependence on the morphology, spectral features and position of these sources with respect to the Galactic plane.
The IDV sources found in the ATCA Survey seem to be marginally less common than suggested in previous studies (see e.g. Quirrenbach et al. 1992 , who claim that about 25% sources from their sample shows variations larger than 2%.) We find that IDV is also present in the polarized flux density.
IDV appears to be transient in a large fraction of sources. However we find also continuously variable sources with the best examples being PKS 1519 -273, 10 PKS 1034 -293 and PKS 1144 -379 (Kedziora-Chudczer et al. 1998 ).
The long term behaviour of IDV sources was studied by comparing the flux densities measured in two different observing sessions separated by 3 months. It appears that IDV sources do vary strongly on the timescale of months. This property can be potentially used in search for the IDV sources.
The IDV variability observed in the ATCA Survey is not correlated with the strength of radio emission and only weakly correlated with spectral characteristics. The distribution of the IDV sources with respect to the Galactic plane is not random but understandably does not follow the simple predictions of ISS theory.
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